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Farming is hard work and often that work can be made easier and more efficient with the right tools.   

Feed Iowa First is an all-volunteer organization.  It takes hundreds of volunteers who invest thousands of 

hours each season to make our mission of combatting food insecurity possible.    Possessing the right 

tools enables our volunteers to be more efficient possibly cutting volunteers hours for some tasks in 

half.   In many cases, it also makes volunteer work more enjoyable and less back breaking.   Please 

contact us at feediowafirst@feediowa1st.com or 319-775-0149 if you or your organization would like to 

make a generous in-kind donation from our wish list.  Of course, we gladly accept used gardening 

equipment. 

 

Thanks to a generous grant from the Greater Cedar 

Rapids Community Foundation, Feed Iowa First was able 

to purchase a BCS Tiller Model 749 PS Walk-Behind 

Tractor.  Our newly purchased BCS tractor offers a wide 

variety of attachments. 

a. Flail Mower ($2,165.00) 

b. Utility Trailer Attachment ($1,300.00) 

c. Buddy Cart Attachment ($575.00) 

d. Rotary Plow Attachment ($1,475.00) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5-Tine Cultivating Broad Fork (2) ($185.00).   Designed 

for digging in heavy clay soil. The tines/blades are made 

of heat-treated hardened steel: 10” long and tapering 

from 2.5” down to a point – 4.5” spacing between tines. 

Easily tills even heavy clay soil, slides right through – 

aerating without disturbing soil structure.  
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Professional Sharp Bypass Pruning Shears ($16.00).  This 

shear has a titanium coated straight stainless-steel blade 

that will stay sharp longer. Includes a comfort grip 

handle with spring loaded action for less fatigue. It has 

an easy-lock mechanism for safe storage. These shears 

are great for shaping or pruning your favorite plants. 

 

 

 

Grow Lights (10) ($47.59).  Ideal for all phases of indoor 

plant growth and is suitable for soil or hydroponic 

gardens. 

 

 

Heavy Duty Gardening Gloves for Men and Women (3-

Pack/$9.00).  These gloves keep volunteer hands safe 

from cuts, scratches and dirt. 
 

 

Garden Hose ($40.00).   We never have enough garden 

hose. 

 

 

  

Drip Irrigation Supplies (Contact Us).  Drip irrigation is a 

type of micro-irrigation system that saves water by 

allowing water to drip slowly to the roots of plants, 

either from above the soil or buried below the surface.  
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Oscillating Pedestal Stand 3-Speed Fan (5).  ($21.48) 

Used to help exchange air and keep our nursery the ideal 

temperature for seed starting through the growing 

season. 

 

Oscillating AC Fan (5) ($49.00).   Used to help exchange 

air and keep our nursery the ideal temperature for seed 

starting through the growing season. 

 

 

Tomato Cages (100 Used or New.  New $5.00) 

 
 


